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Welcome to Energy  

Transformations free  

e-zine with empowering 

wisdom for living a happy, 

healthy, and abundant life. We 

are assisting humanity into 

opening up to the unlimited 
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Love – Our Destiny 

 

My whole life I have been aware of being on a path to experience something that is much 

greater than my human self. I have read many books, attended a lot of workshops and 

retreats as well as given many workshops and retreats. Feeling a deep sense of Love as I 

moved into a state of Oneness with the Divine and with all life has been my reward at 

times. I have seen what is possible and vow to continue to move more into that space of 

Love and Oneness than in the place of ego. It is not only my destiny, but everyone’s destiny 

to know that they are Pure Love. 

What I found is that this life long quest is to live aligned in unconditional Love all the time. 

Most people do not believe that it is possible. I am too grown up to allow myself to sit in 

anything that is not of Love. Excuses are no longer valid. Love in action is all that is and is of 

the God/Divine.  

I believe that for our true healing, we must move into a place of unconditional Love and 

extend that not only to others, but also to ourselves. In moving in this direction I have had 

to battle my ego, my judgments, forgive myself over and over again and forgive others. 

Anything in the way of love has had to be looked at and examined as to why those energies 

less than Love remain within my being. I am still working it. At this point, I can see why this 

is so important.  

Our ascension out of the darkness of ego is through the path of Divine Love. We were 

created by God’s Love and at no time has our truth of being Love, not existed. We have 

forgotten.  

When we are aligned in unconditional love, we are at peace. We can offer this Love to 

others and it serves as healing, compassion, joy, and peace. Love unites us with all life. Love 

realigns how we see and experience our self and others. 

Here is how I have been working with this. Every morning before I get out of bed, I move 

into my heart center and connect with the Divine and invite Love to move through me and 

for me to see with the eyes of Love. I also center myself in wonderment (by being open to 

what adventures will unfold that day) and I open to joy. During the day, if I am feeling out 

of sorts, I quiet down and look at what is stealing my peace and begin sending it Love.  
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In the evening before I go to bed, I move as deeply as I can into my heart and look for any judgment that is 

left anywhere within me that keeps me from being Love on any level. If I find anything, I offer a ceremony of 

forgiveness to myself and anyone else involved. I offer Love in return. I then begin sending Love and 

gratitude to everyone I know and to everyone I do not yet know. I send Love to the planet and to all the 

ascended beings who are working for our ascension out of ego and into the Light.   

Love truly is a healing power. But this healing cannot come until we embrace Love. It is truly free to 

everyone. It is who we are. As we move out of the mind that creates chaos and anxiety, we move into 

alignment with a Love that is so strong, it lifts us into knowing our true greatness and into knowing our 

potential as a human race that is blessed by the Divine every day.  

As we move into the New Year, let’s declare this the year of Love. Embrace the Love that you are and 

extend this Love into the world. Your life is guaranteed to change for the better. I promise! 

Dawn Fleming, Director of Energy Transformations is a Reiki Master (Usui, Karuna, and Holy Fire), Medical 

Intuitive, and Modern Mystic assisting clients worldwide to heal, find wholeness and balance, release stress, 

and remove blocks so they can live their dreams. reikidawn@yahoo.com   

 

 

 

 

 

Coconuts 
 
Wrestling the twisting trees and ragged edges 
Searching for the calm waters to float down 
  
Reaching down to pick crumbs of values along the path  
No ordinary treasure hunt for each piece has a clue 
  
From river bottom through murky layers grows the purest 
lotus 
Nurturing from knowledge and swallowing of grit 
  
Shaking coconuts out of your tree exposes the naked truth 
Reflections of you will pave the way for those who wish to 
follow. 
 
Christine Sutherland, is an artist and poet. Her book is Po-
etic Musings : Poems of Art, Love and Life.  Her website 
with pictures of her artwork is http://csutherlandart.com/  
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SCHOOL OF ENERGY HEALING CLASSES AND EVENTS 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Since we are moving to the Prescott area at the end of December, I will be offering classes in: Prescott, 

Scottsdale, Clarksdale, Sedona, and Dewey.  See schedule below.  

I will be a guest host on the internet radio show My Seven Chakras which will be aired in mid-

December. We will be discussing Reiki and how chakras are related to the work we do with Reiki. 

https://www.acast.com/mysevenchakraswithaditya 

The Scottsdale Library is having a Local Author’s Book Sale on December 5th. I will be there signing 

books. The sale will have authors of all genres. It is from 10 am to 2 pm. Come browse and buy.  

Earlier this year I had the opportunity to be interviewed by Pauline McCarthy for her radio talk show 

Menopause Morph. We are talking about how not only to survive in menopause, but how to thrive and 

to celebrate life. Listen in at  http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/menopause-morph?refid=stpr 

 

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS 

This is not a complete list of upcoming classes. Planning is still in the works for several other classes. 

Reiki II-Jan 31st Scottsdale, AZ   9:00 to 4:30 pm. Learn the Reiki symbols and how to offer distance 

Reiki. Learn how to use Reiki to manifest your goals.  Must be Reiki level I to sign up.  CEs for Massage 

Therapists. Sign up at  http://energytransformations.org/workshops_current.html 

Energy Anatomy-Feb. 27th, Sedona, AZ.  This is an in-depth class on the energetic dynamics of the 

body and how you can work with your chakras to create physical, emotional, and mental balance. 

Learn how to remove stress and create health and well-being.  Offered at Sedona Wellness.  CEs for 

Massage Therapists.  Sign up at http://sedona-wellness.com/ 

Cord Cutting-March 26th, Sedona, AZ. This class teaches you how to disconnect from toxic 

connections that block your energy. You will learn how to cut the energetic cords to people whose 

beliefs, energy, or past connections have you to doubting yourself or have you frozen in place. This 

class will teach you how to free your clients from these toxic relationships.  Offered at Sedona 

Wellness. CEs for massage therapists.  http://sedona-wellness.com/ 

Reiki I and Karuna I and II classes are planned for the winter as well. Dates to be deteremined.  

To keep up  to date on what classes are being offered, check my website at http://

energytransformations.org/workshops_current.html 

Dawn is available for speaking engagements to groups of all sizes.  She can be contacted at 

reikidawn@yahoo.com.  I really enjoy teaching small classes of 3-6 students. If you have a small group that is 

interested in learning any level of Usui, Karuna Reiki, cord cutting, meditation, Energy Anatomy, hara repair, 

healing with crystals, Being the teacher students rave about, how to become a CE provider, feel free to contact 

me at reikidawn@yahoo.com to set up a time for the class.  

https://www.acast.com/mysevenchakraswithaditya
http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/menopause-morph?refid=stpr
http://energytransformations.org/workshops_current.html
http://sedona-wellness.com/
http://sedona-wellness.com/
http://energytransformations.org/workshops_current.html
http://energytransformations.org/workshops_current.html
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TWO MODERN MYSTICS INTERNET RADIO SHOW 

 

We are coming back for a second season. Join Two 

Modern Mystics Dawn Fleming and Linda Roebuck as 

they discuss intriguing topics that help you to deepen 

your spiritual journey. The shows are aired on the 

second and fourth Wednesdays of the month at 7:00 

pm EST. They are available anytime to listen to after 

they are recorded.  Our goals are to provide our 

listeners with food for the soul, to raise consciousness, 

to help heal individually and collectively, and to provide 

inspiration for listeners to make their dreams a reality. 

You have several options. You can listen live or go to 

our site after it is recorded and listen, or download the 

show and listen over and over again.  

 

 

Upcoming shows: 

Dec 9—Creating Miracles Everyday 

Jan 13—Christine Page will be our guest discussing the Creative Power of the Dragon Energy. 

Jan 27—Astrologer Gloria Hesseloff will give us insights in What is in the Stars for 2016.  

Feb 10—Restoring Peace by Letting Go of Judgment  

Feb 24— Let’s Talk: How Reiki Makes a Difference 

 

This fall we have already broadcast shows on the following topics: True Self, Forgiveness, Breaking the Habit 

of Being Yourself, Spontaneous Healing, and How to Work With the Angels 

 

If you would like to listen to past shows that provide wisdom and inspiration on a variety of topics, go to  

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics   The new shows can be accessed at this same link.   

 

Is there a topic you want us to discuss? Let us know.  Email me at reikidawn@yahoo.com 

 

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics/2015/09/09/uncovering-your-greatness-finding-your-true-self
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics/2015/09/23/forgiveness-releasing-the-hold-of-darkness
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics/2015/10/14/breaking-the-habit-of-being-yourself
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics/2015/10/14/breaking-the-habit-of-being-yourself
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics/2015/10/28/spontaneous-healing
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics/2015/11/12/how-to-work-with-the-angels
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics
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Retreat, Restore, Embody Your True Self 

As a Retreat and Tour Leader, I am often asked by travelers, “What’s the difference between a tour and a retreat”?  
When you go on a tour, the journey and destination are external – your attention is on the environment, the place, 
people, culture outside of you.  When you go on a retreat, your awareness is internal.  You go within. The adventure 
is the unraveling of YOU. An intentional retreat literally changes you – from the inside-out.   
 
Now this isn’t metaphorical or even metaphysical. Scientists have discovered extraordinary things about how our 
minds and bodies work. What you think, feel, do and say (your State of Being) is critical in creating your personal 
reality, and you are far more powerful than you realize. The ultimate destination in every person’s life is not a place, 
but a State of Being.  It is the state in which you are fully - your true Self. You may travel a million miles, but 
ultimately you will find that the most fulfilling, unlimited journey is the distance between your head and heart. To 
travel that path and excavate the gold requires retreating regularly.  Why?  You have to go inward to change your 
conditioning; to “break the habit of being yourself!”   
 
After years of leading retreats and coaching clients on the science of change and creation, I have learned that most 
women struggle with similar issues, only different players and dramas. Knowing and expressing our authentic selves 
in the world can get pretty muddled. Purposeful as our roles may be, women take on enormous stress. We cope by 
compartmentalizing our lives as wife, mother, grandmother, volunteer, daughter, sister, friend, employee, care-
giver, business owner, etc.  Multi-tasking - physically and emotionally – takes a huge toll on our nervous systems and 
creates imbalance, what science calls “incoherence” in the brain and body.    
 
That imbalance becomes even more misaligned in our high tech world. Though technology can expand our 
communications and world view, the problem is our obsession with it. Incessant use hijacks our brains and bodies, 
robbing us of energy, flow, creativity and restorative sleep. Unaware, we’ve programmed ourselves to rely on the 
outer conditions in our life to stimulate our own thinking and choices.  We want to “be present” with others and our 
intentions yet we impulsively jump at the beep of a cell phone, computer, or iPad.  Our brains and bodies are 
regularly jolted out of natural rhythms as a result.  We distract ourselves with internet surfing, a multitude of TV 
channels and a smorgasbord of social media. We’re so over-stimulated that most people -according to scientific 
studies - aren’t able to hold a focused thought for longer than 6-10 seconds. The brain becomes fragmented and 
incoherent. This is why we can become scattered, unfocused, lack clarity and procrastinate.   
 
Stress is the new normal in women of all ages, setting us up for physical and emotional breakdown.  So how do we 
change?  How do we become the unlimited creator that, according to science, is our birthright?  We begin by 
Retreating.   
We retreat to: 

CHANGE from states of survival (stress) to states of Creation 

Find the sweet spot of the present moment 

Connect with our most authentic selves  

Go inward to eliminate the environment (people, things, places), quiet the mind 

Break from routine 

Understand how our brains and bodies work for creation 

Connect with Nature  

Learn how to effectively meditate; mentally rehearse a new State of Being 

Observe the old self 

Imagine a greater ideal of who you could be (new self) 

Learn how to STOP the “looping” of the old thoughts and feelings  

Restore natural rhythms and coherence in the body 

Be supported and support others through the change process 
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Celebrate yourself and each other 

Contemplate Intention/Purpose 

Create a new personal reality 

Reinforce the learning   

As a consultant for Dr. Joe Dispenza’s work, my passion is to teach this phenomenal science and guide others 

in the journey between head and heart for transformation and personal creation.  Want to change anything 

about you and your life?  Then  

retreat often and consciously.  Learn the process of change. Within you are breathtaking potentials waiting 

to be revealed.  Once you embrace the alchemical journey from lead to gold – you will find that that the 

most sacred site of all is - YOU.    

Karin Sokel—Karin is a Life Coach, owner of Inflow Coaching and a Certified Organizational Consultant for Dr. Joe 
Dispenza’s program "Breaking the Habit of Being Yourself", based on his best-selling book. She teaches people 
how to tap into the incredible power of their brains to make significant changes in their life by unlocking hidden 
habitual thinking that blocks them from their greatness.  She was a guest on the Two Modern Mystics radio show 
earlier this fall discussing the topic of Conscious Creation which can be listened to at http://
www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics/2015/09/28/breaking-the-habit-of-being-yourself 
Her website is http://karinsokel.com   
 
 
 
 

Wildcrafting Herbs for Winter Cold Season   
 
It was a very long summer here in Arizona, I think I'm now officially vitamin D deficient as I've been a recluse in 
my home for the most part. I have taken a few trips up north to the cooler climate but it was plenty hot up there 
this summer as well. What's a wildcrafter to do? Let’s discuss what herbs can support us in the coming cold 
season.  
 
Well, I attended the Native Herb Festivel in Flagstaff in June at the Arboretum. The event was a wonderful day in 
the Ponderosas with Mike Masek of Flagstaff, who created the event with a collection of gifted teachers. Besides 
Mike's great class on making pine pitch salve, we walked in the herb garden and surrounding areas with Feather 
Jones to learn about the healing properties of local herbs. We enjoyed a bit more intensively local education 
from Thunderfoot who identified many indigenous plants and how they fit into a healing lifestyle. 
 
During the walk with Feather, she identified a beautiful blue Penstemon (Penstemon palmeri) that she 
recommended for making a salve that would be helpful with dry, cracked skin. I was familiar with many of the 
other plants but for some reason this delicate flower really took hold in my memory. So, I guess it is no surprise 
at all when my husband and I made a trek up to Prescott that we saw these beauties all around Goldwater Lake 
Park. When harvesting from the wild, it is so very important to be ethical in your practice. I noticed that these 
flowers were abundant; showing themselves off quite proudly. Even still, I only took stalks and flowers from the 
healthiest looking plants and did not remove all the blossoms. After all, not only did I not need more than I took, I 
want others to enjoy their beauty and their medicine well after I left. I did not want the medicinal qualities to 
dissipate before returning home so I had brought with me a few jars and organic olive oil so. Even before we left 
the parking lot I put the plants in the oil to soak up their goodness. This weekend I will strain them and make my 
new healing salve, just in time for the dry time of year here in Central Arizona. 
 
During our travels around the park I also identified Wild Bergamot (Monarda fistulosa) and Wheeler Thistle 
(Cirsium wheeleri). Both absolutely lovely but not overly populated, so I admired them from a distance and left  
 

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics/2015/09/28/breaking-the-habit-of-being-yourself
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/twomodernmystics/2015/09/28/breaking-the-habit-of-being-yourself
http://karinsokel.com
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them untouched.  
 
In the desert, there is an extremely unpopular weed called by several names such as, Goatweed, Puncture vine, 
and Devil's weed. Homeowners and those who love to barefoot have a particular distaste for this plant due to its 
hard seed that has spines on it tough enough to puncture tires and flip flops (the latter was made known to this 
writer by personal experience). Tribulus terrestrius is a weed that does well in very arid and hot conditions, 
growing often in waste areas, parking lots and uncultivated plots of land. It is so determined to grow that it will 
find any cracks in pavement and proudly push its way through. So, by looking at the characteristics of this plant 
we can say it's tough, aggressive, determined, and a bit macho. No insult intended here, this plant happens to be 
a testosterone restorative.  
 
Before Tribulus goes to seed, you will find a deep green plant that stays close to the ground (prostrate) with long 
stems that have opposing, pinnate shaped leaves. They bear a yellow flower that eventually turns into the fruit, 
or seed. Their ability to attach themselves to almost anything (clothing, shoes, tires, and, unfortunately your 
pets) makes them excellent self cultivators. For those not wanting to share their space with this invasive plant, I 
recommend picking them early, before the seeds harden. The roots are shallow making them fairly easy to 
remove.  
 
Tibullus has been used in Chinese and Ayurvedic medicine for centuries as a sexual and strength restorative. 
There is evidence that Tribulus will increase testosterone levels in those who are low in this hormone but does 
not appear to increase it over the needed levels. Athletes have used it as a strength enhancer but the jury is still 
out on the results of current clinical trials. While there are other health attributes related to Tribulus, this is not 
an herb to casually play with. It can interfere with many medications and should not be used without the 
supervision of a qualified Herbalist. 
 
A trip to Chino Valley in September was fruitful in the gathering of Horehound (Marrubium vulgares), one of the 
many healers from the mint family. Horehound is very bitter and traditionally has been used with sugar to make 
candy that helps with sore throats and indigestion. Written records detailing the medicinal use for Horehound 
go back to 1 BC. The first step in making a syrup or candy is to decoct the leaves to make a strong tea. So, as 
soon as I got home I brewed the tea. Knowing I wouldn't have the time to make the candy immediately, I froze 
the tea to preserve it until I could devote an afternoon to candy making, which is pretty time intensive. I'll let 
you know how they taste when I make them. 
 
Now, looking at our own herb gardens we can find some herbs that will be allies during the cooling months. I 
know that Arizona has already had several confirmed cases of the flu, so what can we use that can help ease 
these symptoms if the need should arrive? 
 
The three main herbs I plucked from my garden, specifically for this purpose, are Lemon Balm (Melissa 
officinalis), Common Thyme (Thymus vulgaris) and Sage (Salvia officinalis). One of the best ways to preserve the 
constituents of these plants is to use them fresh out of the garden and put them in some sort of solution to best 
take advantage of their healing properties. For winter and flu symptoms, I love using honey as a medicine. 
Honey is an amazing preservative; and local organic honey is a medicine all to itself. When you add these herbs 
to it, it makes a gentle yet powerful medicine. Sage honey is wonderful for sore throats and is thought to help 
increase mental clarity (seems there's a reason a wise person is called a sage). As a diuretic, Sage will help to dry 
up mucous membranes from over production therefore providing some relief for those with upper respiratory 
symptoms. Please be aware that it may also prevent milk flow in nursing mothers. 
 
Thyme contains antioxidant, antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory properties. I find this herb to be cheerful and 
true to the adage of “small but mighty”. A small amount adds a tremendous flavor boost to most any food, so 
using it as much as possible in your cooking can also be a medicine in and of itself. Thyme will help with reducing 
time of illness and help to relieve symptoms, quickly. 
 
Lemon balm is a delightful plant that helps to alleviate depression and reduce anxiety. It is also a wonderful  
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antiviral. Many of our winter illnesses are viral in nature; and, antibiotics will not help in the least and even 
contribute to the weakening of the immune system. Think about herbal remedies to start with, not as a last 
resort. Lemon balm is also a nervine and can help to reduce nerve pain that often strikes when we're not feeling 
well. I have experienced neuralgia when sick in the past and Lemon balm has been a real boon. My favorite 
aspect of this plant is its taste. It tastes like Summer! In honey, it's liquid sunshine. 
 
I pack these herbs, chopped, individually in jars with slightly warmed (never boiled!!!) local organic honey and 
let them sit for at least a month. The uses are limited to your imagination: eaten directly off the spoon, used in 
hot water to make a tea, salad dressings, a flavored syrup for ice cream or desserts, the possibilities are vast. 
Also you can mix the different honeys together for a synergistic effect but keep the original flavors in their own 
jars and mix only what you need at a time. I don't strain my bottles; but, if you want to, please gently warm the 
bottles in warm water to only raise the temperature enough to strain. 
 
If space is limited, one needs only to keep herbs in pots to have a healing garden. These three herbs are easy to 
cultivate, and delicious to add to most of your cooking. Also, if you experience cold winters, bringing the pots 
inside during the cold months will provide you with fresh herbs all year round. 
 
I am very excited the cooler months are arriving. It means I will be outside hiking, gathering, and soaking up the 
sunshine. Go to a pumpkin patch and pick your own jack o lanterns (and don't forget to save the seeds to roast). 
Wherever you are, enjoy the change of season, welcome in your harvests and walk in the sunshine. This is a 
magical time of year! 
 
Sue Ehlbeck is a clinical Herbalist in the Phoenix area. She lives with her husband and three rescue cats. Sue 
provides herbal assessment services, providing each client with a specialized protocol for their 
individual needs. You can reach Sue at sue.ehlbeck@gmail.com 
 

 

 
 
 

 

mailto:sue.ehlbeck@gmail.com
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                                                   CHAKRA EMPOWERMENT: 24 DAYS OF TRANSFORMATION 

           

Learn how to align your chakras to support good health, peace of mind,  as well as your 

intentions.  

Charka Empowerment takes you on a journey through your energy system and explains 

how your emotions and habits either support health and well-being or sabotages it. This 

book will help you to identify what you are doing right and where you can make changes to 

support a healthy body and to manifest your goals. This is a great reference book on the 

chakras. Also available is a CD entitled Chakra Empowerment that provides three  

meditations that assist you in releasing energy blocks and healing your body. I am offering 

it alone or in combination with the Heat Rising book on my site with a discount for ordering 

both.  

The book can be ordered on my website at http://www.energytransformations.org/

products_manuals_cds.html or at www.lulu.com, and www.amazon.com. 

 

 

 

HEAT RISING: SURVIVE AND THRIVE THROUGH MENOPAUSE 

My latest book Heat Rising: Survive and Thrive Through Menopause is now available. In 

this book I offer the wisdom that I gained during this uncomfortable shift in my life. 

Heat Rising helps to empower women as they go through the changes, big and small, 

that menopause presents. It helps women find direction and peace during this awk-

ward shift. Instead of seeing this time of life as something negative, this book helps you 

to move into the next phase of life ready to embrace the inner Sage and to celebrate 

life once again. The book is divided into three sections: 1 discusses, with humor, the 

unexpected changes and challenges that can occur, 2. provides techniques and solu-

tions to survive these changes, 3. offers inspiration for women to thrive and own their 

Sage as they embrace the changes. Short meditations are offered at the end of the 

book to help with these different phases. Heat Rising helps you to rise up out of the 

heat and, like the phoenix, rise again in celebration of Life. The book can be ordered on 

my website at http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals_cds.html or 

at www.lulu.com, www.amazon.com, and www.barnesandnoble.com. It is in paper-

back and ebook formats.     

       It is in paperback and ebook formats.  

http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals_cds.html
http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals_cds.html
http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals_cds.html
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BOOKS, CDS, DVD, and more!    

See our newest special Expanding Your Internet Presence 

by Getting Your Articles Published Online  2 CD set with resource 

materials along with Navigating the Continuing Education Approval 

Process book and 2 CD set of the recorded teleconference all for  

$80 a savings of $18  

Other books available are: 

Creating a Successful Holistic Health Practice 

Meditations for Success CD 

Teaching Workshops Effectively 

Navigating the Continuing Education Approval Process 

Mastering Reiki: Advanced and Master Manual  

Mastering Reiki DVD  

Perspectives on Ascension   

Reiki I and II Manuals—that you can copy for your students 

 

Order these today at http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals.html  

SERVICES  
 

Dawn Fleming offers Reiki in her home office and via distance. She offers life coaching sessions, medical 

intuition reads, spiritual counseling, cord cutting and hara repair.    

http://www.energytransformations.org/services.html 

 

Dawn also offers her services as an ordained minister. She customizes wedding services to 

meet the couple’s spiritual needs, making it meaningful for them and their family. Dawn 

creates beautiful ceremonies that unite different spiritual/religious faiths, cultures, or  

life-styles. She performs christenings and funerals as well as bringing peace, honor, and joy 

to every occasion.   

http://www.energytransformations.org/ET_Documents/ceremonyinfo.pdf 

Would you like to advertise in Energy Transformations Magazine? This ezine goes out to over 7,500 readers around 

the world and to many more as it is shared on social media. Send inquiries to reikidawn@yahoo.com 

Do you want to have your article published in Energy Transformations Magazine? I am looking for 

articles of a spiritual or holistic nature that are inspirational or educational. Topics that I am 

interested in are raising consciousness, healing, ascension, personal stories of transformation, etc.  

Poetry is also considered. Article length should be between 400 to 1,000 words. Email them to 

reikidawn@yahoo.com 

http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals.html
http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals.html
http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals.html
http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals.html
http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals.html
http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals.html
http://www.energytransformations.org/products_manuals.html
file:///C:/Users/Dawn/Documents/{2CF5BF33-C49A-4EC1-8158-68635E782A22}
http://www.energytransformations.org/services.html
http://www.energytransformations.org/ET_Documents/ceremonyinfo.pdf

